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USE IT OR LOSE IT:

ACTIVE PROCESSING TO MAXIMISE LEARNING
1. Active Processing & Deliberate Practice
2. Orchestrate a Variety of Cooperative Group
Learning Opportunities
3. Develop Daily Differentiation Tasks Incorporating
Instructional Variety & Choice
4. Develop Students’ Reflection and Metacognitive Skills

BRAIN BASIC:

NEURAL PLASTICITY
BRAI NS KEEP GROWI NG: MULTI SENSORY EXPERIENCES IN
ENRICHED ENVIRONMENTS CAN
S T I MU L AT E B R A I N G ROWT H A N D
D E V E LO P ME N T AT A N Y A G E .
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BRAIN BASIC:
USE IT OR LOSE IT!

ACTIVE PROCESSING: “USE IT OR LOSE IT” IS TRUE!
STUDENTS MUST HAVE MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES TO
PROCESS NEW LEARNING IN A VARIETY OF WAYS TO
ASSURE LONG-TERM RETENTION.

ACTIVE PROCESSING
• Any instructional method that engages students in
the learning process.
• Requires students to do meaningful learning activities
and think (and reflect) about what they are doing.
• Might include traditional activities such as homework
• Students are active and engaged in the learning
process.
• The opposite of traditional lecture where students
passively receive information from the instructor.

ACTIVE PROCESSING MIGHT INCLUDE:
•Relating (connecting) new information to prior
knowledge
•Investigating and asking questions about the
material
•Writing summaries or outlines of the material
•Discussing ideas with others
•Taking a “do-over”
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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DELIBERATE PRACTICE IS PURPOSEFUL
AND FOCUSED WITH A CLEAR GOAL.
• Define measurable, specific goals
• Intensify the focus on just that one task
• Teacher and student respond to feedback
• Overlearning means to go beyond
comfort to mastery
• Patterns become “programs”

STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE MULTIPLE
EXPERIENCES FOR HOW THEY:
•TAKE IN new information.
•Actively PROCESS
•MAKE SENSE of new ideas.
•DEMONSTRATE their understanding using a
variety of PRODUCTS and PERFORMANCES.

ACTIVE
PROCESSING
TO MAXI MI SE
LEARNING
COOPERATIVE
GROUP
LEARNING
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Social Interaction

•We
We learn better together in a safe
environment.
•Multiple interactions among students and
with a teacher helps facilitate understanding.

COOPERATIVE GROUP LEARNING
•Has a proven track record for contributing to
student achievement
•Fosters 21st century skills – “4 C’s”:
Collaboration, Communication,
Creativity, and Critical thinking
•Increases discussion & builds Social Skills
•Fosters positive peer relationships

COOPERATIVE GROUP LEARNING
• INFORMAL Cooperative Learning Groups
–“On-the-fly” groups/partners short-term
• FORMAL Cooperative Learning Groups
–Pre-established groups/partners for routine use.
Shared roles & responsibilities
• Cooperative BASE GROUPS
–Long-term, stable, heterogeneous ”family”
groups.

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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FLEXIBLE
STUDENT
GROUPINGS
• Triad
• Table talk
• Study Buddy
• Elbow/Shoulder
partner
• Appointment Cards
• Learning Clubs

FLEXIBLE GROUPING
•Random
•Same ability
•Heterogeneous
•Interest
•Projects

ACTIVE
PROCESSING
TO MAXI MI SE
LEARNING
INSTRUCTIONAL
VARIETY &
CHOICE
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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“MULTIPLE REHEARSALS”
•Engaging tasks
•Distributed over time

16

HOW CAN WE INCREASE
ENGAGEMENT IN THE CLASSROOM?
•Small bursts – limit information
•Unpredictable – variety & novelty
•Visual and auditory cues
•Generate an “action” = do something!

INSTRUCTIONAL VARIETY
•Novelty – a New Twist on Something
•Direct Instruction with Modeling &
Demonstrations – Brief!

•Visuals/Graphics
•Multi-modal Activities – Movement!
•Games/Mini-competitions
•Discovery Play
•Choice Opportunities!

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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“YOU CHOOSE!”
THE POWER OF CHOICE IN
LEARNING

• Students should have an element of choice
within their learning.

WE SEEK AND CHOOSE TASKS THAT …
•Appeal to our learning preferences.
•Remind us of our past successes.
•Are within our realm of possibilities.
(I think I can!)
•Look like they might be fun.
•Might let me get up and move.
•Let me work with others.

CHOICE OPPORTUNITIES MIGHT INCLUDE . . .
Simple Choices
• Where you sit, handwritten versus typed, with whom to
work, which writing prompt . . .
Must Dos and May Dos
• Parts of an assignment are non-negotiable, and some parts are
a choice of tasks. Some stations or workshop rotations are
assigned, and there is a time for student-selections.
“Show What You Know”
• As an end-of-unit choice, students may select how they
demonstrate their understanding.

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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ACTIVE
PROCESSING
TO MAXIMISE
LEARNING
REFLECTION &
METACOGNITION

Provide Reflection Opportunities

Any activity through which the brain recalls a
concept, skill, or process. Reflection activities
will prompt the brain to re-stimulate the new
connections among the neurons, which helps
strengthen them.
• Journaling
• Role-play
• Discussions
• Reproductions
• Interactive Notebooks
• Guided Note-Taking
• Graphic Organizers

Why the brain actually
benefits from reflection..
• Prediction, reflection, and metacognition are pillars for
the thoughtful classroom.
• By shifting their reflection from content to thought,
students have the chance to put themselves back at the
center of the learning process.
• When they reflect, students reimagine what happened in
both 1st and 3rd person–as they were seen, and as they
saw through their own eyes.

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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8 Reflective Questions To Help Any
Student Think About Their Learning
1. What surprised you today, and why?
2. What’s the most important thing you learned today? Why do you think so?
3. What do you want to learn more about, and why?
4. When were you the most creative, and why do you think that is?
5. What made you curious today? How does learning feel different when you’re
curious?
6. When were you at your best today, and why?
7. (Assuming we were studying the same thing and you could decide and have
access to anything), where would you start tomorrow? Why?
8. What can/should you do with what you know?

Use Formative Assessments to Check
for Understanding Along the Way!

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Cooperative Group Learning - CGL
This is a well-researched and powerful instructional strategy. Using heterogeneous groups to accomplish
academic tasks also fosters higher-order thinking skills and develops social skills. Ranked as one of the
Nine top evidence-based strategies from Marzano’s “Classroom Instruction That Works.” Hattie’s Visible
Learning Model ranks Cooperative Learning as a strong strategy with a 0.59 effect size.

Informal Cooperative Learning Groups
These ad-hoc groups may be organized "on-the-fly" as an aid in direct teaching. Informal groups are
particularly useful in breaking up a lecture into shorter segments interspersed with group activity. While
this method leads to less time for lecture, it will increase the amount of material retained by students as
well as their comfort working with each other. (Johnson, et al., 2006, p.3:10)

Formal Cooperative Learning Groups
This type of group forms the basis for most routine uses of cooperative learning. Groups are assembled
for at least one class period and may stay together for several weeks working on extended projects. Each
student may be responsible for a particular aspect or role within the group. These groups are where
students learn and become comfortable applying the different techniques of working together
cooperatively. (Johnson, et al., 2006, p.2:2)

Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, stable groups that last for longer periods of time such as a
Quarter or Semester and are made up of individuals with different aptitudes and perspectives. They
provide a context in which students can support each other in academics as well as in other aspects of
their lives. The group members make sure everyone is completing their work and hold each other
accountable for their contributions. Implementing cooperative base groups in such a way that students
meet regularly for the duration of a course completing cooperative learning tasks can provide the
permanent support and caring that students need "to make academic progress and develop cognitively
and socially in healthy ways." (Johnson et al., 1998 , p.10:7)

3-step interview

What is it? Students interview a partner and report back to a larger group.
Good for: Introductions and icebreakers; helping students cover a lot of material (e.g., sharing what they
learned from readings); starting class discussion¬; allowing all students to speak without taking a lot of
class time.
How to: Have students split into pairs. Each person interviews the other, with questions provided by the
instructor. Then the pair finds another couple and forms a quad. Each person takes turns introducing his
or her partner and a summary of his/her responses to the group.

Round Table

What is it? In small groups, students take turns responding to a prompt or question.
Good for: Brainstorming, collaborative writing prompts, identifying key points from a reading/lecture;
defining a key term; midterm/final review
© 2018, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA www.beginwiththebrain.com
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How to: Have students form small groups. Then give the students a question or problem and have them
state their ideas aloud as they write them down, each taking turns. Ideally students will not skip turns,
but if one gets stuck, he or she may “pass.”

Turn and Tal

What is it? A quick informal way for all students to have a chance to share an idea, opinion, or question.
Good for: Check-ins, reflections, clarifications, a chance to work with another student.
How to: Teacher poses a question, statement, issue, or prompt to the class.
Students turn to the student next to them and discuss. (Elbow artners, Shoulder artners, Aisle
artners. Students may clarify or elaborate and develop new perspectives.
(Spencer Kagan, kaganonline.com)

Thin - air- hare

What is it? A chance to discuss ideas, opinions, etc A TER a Reading, or Reflection time on your own.
Good for: Giving students time to think independently before responding to prompts or answering
questions; efficient group activity (i.e., all students can speak without taking a lot of class time)
How to: ose a question, a problem to be solved, or assign a reading for individual reflection. Give
students at least 30 seconds to think prior to responding Ask students to pair up and discuss their
thinking. Specify the time for each student to share. artners may also share their thinking with another
small group or the large group. (McTighe Lyman, “Cueing Thinking in the Classroom,” d ad h ,
1988)

pert i saw

What is it? Small groups of students work on different aspects of one problem, then present their
findings in a logical sequence.
Good for: Allowing students to become “experts” in subtopics; giving students opportunities to learn
from one another; letting students get up and moving about
How to: orm groups of three to five. Assign each participant one aspect or segment of the lesson. orm
temporary “expert” groups by having one person from each jigsaw group join other participants
assigned to the same segment. Experts return to their base groups and teach the others.
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Products and Performances Aligned
With Multiple Intelligences
Verbal–
Linguistic
 Write an essay.
 Write a poem.
 Keep a journal.
 Give a speech.
 Write a letter.
 Write an obituary.
 Write a tweet.

Logical–
Mathematical

Visual–
Spatial

Musical–
Rhythmic

 Create a set of
directions.

 Draw a scale
model.

 Compose a song
or rap.
 Create an
advertising jingle.

 Make a diagram.

 Take photographs.

 Report data in a
bar graph.

 Create a 3-D
model.

 Organize a
checklist.

 Design a brochure.

 Write a blog.

 Create a digital
flow chart.

 Create an online
survey.

 Keep an account
of expenses.

 Give a tribute speech.

 Estimate a budget.

Bodily–Kinesthetic
 Roleplay a character.
 Tell a story with
interpretive dance.
 Create a
human tableau.
 Build a prototype.
 Conduct an
experiment.
 Pantomime an event.
 Create a how-to video
and post it.

Naturalist
 Collect and classify
objects found in an
area.
 Create a brochure
about an
environment you
have explored.
 Collect data and
photos of a location
over time.
 Investigate patterns
of weather in an
environment.
 Create an art piece
with found objects.
 Build a song list of
nature sounds or
music.

 Create an
advertising poster.
 Create a
graphic novel.
 Create a comic
using the
computer.

 Add a musical score to
a video or slide show.
 Record sound effects.
 Make up a hand-jive
or chant.
 Create a song list
related to the topic.
 Use music to adjust
your mood.

Interpersonal
 Collaborate on a
group project.
 Participate in a
debate or a town
hall meeting.

Intrapersonal
 Reflect on your own
effort and
participation.
 Express your opinion
with an editorial.

 Survey people and
collect data.

 Maintain a personal
journal or log.

 Interview people
about their
accomplishments.

 Thoughtfully consider
various sides of an
issue. Develop your
own opinion and
share it.

 Participate in a
celebration with
others.
 Work closely with a
partner on a
rigorous project.

 Schedule a regular
time of day to practice
meditation.

 Participate in an
online discussion.

(Multiple intelligences, page 1 of 1)
Daily Differentiation for Tier 1 Workshop
© Solution Tree 2016 • SolutionTree.com • Do not duplicate.
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Tackle Box of Strategies
• Tableaux: (tableau vivant) Students in bits of costumes and with props are posed
to replicate a scene from literature or history. The participants do not speak or
move. Add: At a signal (“Action”) the scene comes to life.
• TV Game Shows: Jeopardy, Password, $100k Pyramid: Use TV game show formats to review facts and study
for tests. Students create the questions and answers. Templates for a Power Point Jeopardy-style game found
online. https://www.thebalanceeveryday.com/free-jeopardy-powerpoint-templates-1358186
• Role-Play: Students assume the roles of literature characters, historical figures, famous people or invented
roles and collaboratively create scenes or skits. Participants determine the actions of their characters based on
their understanding of the intentions, personalities, and actions.
• Four Corners: Classic classroom strategy to get kids up and moving around. Label each corner as 1-2-3-4 or AB-C-D or North-South-East-West, etc. Give students a response choice and have them go to the “corner” that
corresponds with their opinion. i.e. Which U.S. president was in office at the end of the Civil War? A) Grant, B)
Lincoln, C) A. Johnson or D) T. Roosevelt? Which of these descriptions are you like the most? 1) Athletic, 2)
Computer Genius, 3) Performer, 4) Bookworm

14

•

Silly Sports & Goofy Games: Dr. Spencer Kagan says, “..my goal was to share with teachers things they could
do "drop of the hat," with no special preparation, to increase the energy level in their classrooms, to have
students cooperate, to provide challenges, and more than anything else, to simply make classrooms fun. I knew
that when students had fun in class, the class tone shifted in a positive direction and the positive tone
transferred to academics. Where there was no fun, there was less learning.
http://www.kaganonline.com/free_articles/dr_spencer_kagan/ASK23.php

•

Manipulatives & “Gimmicks” Small Sacks, Dice, Foldables, Timers, Post-its

•

R.A.F.T. Writing: R=Role, A=Audience, F=Format, T=Topic

•

Flipped Lessons: inverts the typical cycle of content acquisition and application so students gain necessary
knowledge BEFORE class. Teachers guide students to actively and interactively clarify and apply that
knowledge during class.

•

QR Codes in the Classroom: Use QR Codes on Homework assignments to link students to resources. Have
students create QR Code links in their projects and presentations.

•

Non-Linguistic Representations: Provide opportunities for students to represent and elaborate on new
knowledge by using visual and physical images.

•

S.U.M. it Up: Summarizing and note-taking. Enhance students’ skills to organize, synthesize, and record key
ideas and supporting information. Use Graphic Organizers and Interactive Notebooks.

•

Games and Mini-competitions: Create team competitions to review information and practice skills. Make sure
there are “inconsequential rewards” for the winning group. Focus on Celebration and Acknowledgement.

•

Discussion Tactics: Discussion Dots Colored Sticky Dots a.k.a Talking Chips to regulate conversations. InsideOutside Circle: Two concentric circles with one-to-one partners. Outside circle rotates to create new partners.

© 2019 Hawker Brownlow Education. All rights reserved. MKT0402
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TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES – Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy
CATEGORY

1) REMEMBER

2) UNDERSTAND

COGNITIVE
PROCESSES
• Recognizing
• Recalling

• Interpret
• Summarize
• Explain

3) APPLY

4) ANALYZE

• Execute
• Implement

• Differentiate
• Organize
• Attribute

DEFINITION
Retrieve relevant knowledge
from long-term memory
Construct meaning from
instructional messages,
including oral, written, and
graphic communication
Carry out or use a procedure
in a given situation.
Break material into its
constituent parts and
determine how the part relate
to one another and to an
overall structure or purpose.

ALTERNATE
VERBS
• Identify
• Retrieve
• Recall
• Paraphrase
• Generalize
• Conclude
• Predict
• Explain
• Use
• Carry out
• Apply
• Discriminate
• Selecting
• Distinguish
• Determine
• Test

5) EVALUATE

• Check
• Critique

Make judgments based on
criteria and standards

• Judge
• Monitor
• Detect

6) CREATE

• Generate
• Plan
• Produce

Put elements together to form
a coherent or functional
whole; reorganize elements
into a new pattern or structure.

• Hypothesize
• Design
• Construct
• Invent

Adapted	
  from	
  Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001
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Depth & Complexity Icon Chart

Depth
Language of
the Discipline

Icon

Definition

What vocabulary terms are
specific to the content or
discipline?

Details

What are the defining features or
characteristics? Find examples
and evidence to support opinions
and ideas.

Patterns

What elements reoccur? What is
the sequence or order of events?
Make predictions based on past
events.

Unanswered
Questions
Rules
Trends

Ethics

Big Ideas

Across the
Disciplines
Changes over
Time
Different
Perspectives

What information is unclear,
missing, or unavailable?
What evidence do you need?
What has not yet been proven?
What structure underlies this
subject? What guidelines or
regulations affect it? What
hierarchy or ordering principle is
at work?
Note factors (Social Economic,
Political, Geographic) that cause
events to occur. Identify patterns
of change over time
What moral principles are
involved in this subject? What
controversies exist? What
arguments could emerge from a
study of this topic?

What theory or general statement
applies to these ideas? How do
these ideas relate to broad
concepts such as change,
systems, chaos vs. order, etc?
What is the main idea?
Relate the area of study to other
subjects within, between, and
across disciplines.
How are elements related in terms
of the past, present, and future?
How and why do things change?
What doesn’t change?
How would others see the
situation differently?

Example

Tools Jargon Icons
Acronyms
Special phrases
Terms Slang
Abbreviations
Parts
Factors
Attributes
Variables
Distinguishing Traits
Predictability
Repetition

Missing Parts
Incomplete Ideas
Discrepancies
Unresolved issues
Ambiguity
Structure
Order
Reasons
Organization
Classification
“Because…”
Influence
Forces Direction
Course of Action
Compare, Contrast
and Forecast
Values Morals
Pro and Con
Bias Discrimination
Prejudice
Judging
Differing Opinions
Point of View
Right and Wrong
Wisdom
Draw conclusions based on
evidence
Make generalizations
Summarize
Theory
Principle
Main Idea
Connect
Associate
Integrate
Lind Ideas
Cross-Curricular study
Connecting points in time
Examining a time period
Compare and Contrast
Different roles and knowledge
Opposing viewpoints

© 2015, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California Begin With the Brain
Based upon the work of Sandra Kaplan, Betty Gould, et al – Javits Grant
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Daily Differentiation

Academic Vocabulary – Pluralized Teaching Centers
1. WORD WINDOWS – (aka Word Four Square, or Frayer Method) In one quadrant, students
write the word and write (or draw) synonyms or examples of the new word. In the second
quadrant they write the definition. In the third quadrant they draw a nonlinguistic
representation of the word. In the fourth quadrant they use the word in a sentence. Choose at
least four of your words and create a WORD WINDOW for each one.

2. CONNECT TWO: - Choose two words from your list. (OR Draw two words from the small bag.)
Describe to your partner or group how those two words might be related. Write a sentence for
how they are connected. Then trade papers with your partner. He/she can choose two other
words.

3. HERE IS… WHERE IS??? Make the cards for the game using at least eight (8) of your
Vocabulary words. How to play: Each student gets a card with an answer to a question
followed by a new question. One student has a card with ‘start here’ in the middle of the card
above the new question. That student begins by asking, “WHERE IS…?” The student with the
correct response calls out, “HERE IS…” and then asks the next “WHERE IS..?”(Template
provided)
4. CROSSWORD PUZZLE Generator: Using a free web application (or graph paper)… Create a
Crossword Puzzle using at least six (6) of your words.
http://www.printablecrosswordmaker.com, http://www.puzzle-maker.com,
http://edhelper.com/crossword.htm
5. CHARADES: Take turns selecting a Vocabulary Word to ACT OUT for your group to guess.
Select a word off of the list or take a chance and ROLL THE DICE

6. FLIP BOOK / FOLDABLE: Create an illustrated mini-dictionary of at least eight (8) of your
vocabulary words using the Flip Book Template. OR create a “Cootie Catcher” study book.

7. PASSWORD – Game Show: With a partner Play with two sets of partners. Or Triads. One
person looks to see what the PASSWORD is. He/She gives a SINGLE-WORD hint to try to get the
other person to guess the word. Take turns. No gestures aloud. Voice inflection is OK!

8. POETRY CORNER: Use at least six words in a short poem or rap verse. Select a BEAT to use and
record it on your device.
9. KEYCHAIN NOTECARDS: Using the small note-cards provided, make individual reference
cards to help memorize the words. Put the word and an illustration on one side. Put the
definition in your own words and a synonym on the flip side. Link the cards together on a ring
(string).

10. SYNONYM CENTER: Generate a list of words that have similar meanings or are related. Create
a word cloud or make an acrostic using at least six (6) of the words. http://www.wordle.net
© M. Kaufeldt, 2016
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Tic-Tac-Toe Extension Menu/Contract Fact Sheet
What is a tic-tac-toe extension menu/contract? This is a collection of activities from which a student can choose. It is
generally presented in the form of a 3x3 or a 4x4 grid, similar to a tic-tac-toe board, with the center square often allowing for
student choice. This format can be applied to extension activities, contracts, study guides, or independent studies. They allow a
teacher to differentiate content, process and product according to different levels of student performance/readiness, interests, and
learning styles.
Why use extension menus/contracts? They provide opportunities for some students to investigate what the whole class is
learning in a different way; or they allow students who have already mastered basic standards without doing actual daily work to
extend what the class is learning into more complex, sophisticated activities. Extension menus are not for dependent students or for
those who need a more teacher-directed approach. All students master the same standards; but those who can learn at a faster pace
in more depth spend most of their time on more challenging activities.
Tips for creating tic-tac-toe extension menus/contracts: Once you've determined the key concepts and themes for a lesson or
unit, be sure to use a thinking model such as Bloom's Taxonomy as you plan activities and questions. You should create and plan
activities which promote thinking on the analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of the taxonomy. At first, you may need to prescribe
certain products or product choices for your extension activities. As students become more comfortable with using extension
menus or contracts, you can allow them to choose how they want to demonstrate what they know, understand, and are able to do.
A good list of product choices organized by learning style can be found on page 80 in Teaching Gifted Kids in the Regular
Classroom by Susan Winebrenner.
How do you use extension menus/contracts?
Use your professional judgment or the results of a pre-test to identify students who may already have mastered certain information
or who have the ability to learn it in more depth at a faster pace with less direct teacher involvement. Present the extension menu
as a list of options from which students may choose. Depending on how you plan to use extension menus, you probably shouldn't
suggest that students select activities in a special order or that they select from specific rows or columns; they should usually be
free to choose whatever activities appeal to them. Of course, this depends entirely on the purpose for which you're using the tictac-toe menus.
Another way to use extension menus/contracts is with different groups of students performing at different levels. You can create a
set of activities which are appropriate for students who work at or below grade level and a different set of activities for students
who work above grade level. Management Tip: When you type different contracts on the same concept, unit, standard, it's a good
idea to include a symbol or other visual reminder of which contract is for which group of students. For example, place a small
circle somewhere on each square for one group and a small heart somewhere on each square for a different group.
It's a good idea to establish acceptable conditions for alternate working conditions before the students begin their extension
menus. Susan Winebrenner provides an excellent list of working conditions for alternate activities on page 51 in Teaching Gifted
Kids in the Regular Classroom. You can also find Independent Study Agreements on pages 75 and 76. It's often helpful to attach
these lists to any contract or list of extension activities that you present to students.
How do I grade students who work on contracts?
Carol Ann Tomlinson (p. 88) suggests that the teacher assess students working on contracts in several ways. First, grade each
student on how well he/she worked toward the goal, used time wisely, persevered, searched in appropriate places for resources,
and followed the guidelines established for working on alternate activities. Then, the teacher spot checks certain assignments for
accuracy, completion, and quality. Finally, the student presents one or two products to be graded according to a rubric that the
teacher has presented in advance.
Where can I find additional information on extension menus/contracts?
The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All Learners, Carol Ann Tomlinson. Published by ASCD
(www.ascd.org) Find examples on pp. 89-90.
Teaching Gifted Kids in the Regular Classroom, by Susan Winebrenner. Published by Free Spirit Publishers (www.freespirit.com)

Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA http://www.beginwiththebrain.com (original source unknown)
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15 Reflection Strategies To Help Students Retain What You Just Taught Them
Excerpted from: Terry Heick (TeachThought.com)

Reflection is a natural part of learning. We all think about new experiences–the camping on the car ride home, the
mistakes made in a game, or the emotions felt while finishing a long-term project that’s taken months to complete.

1. Pair-Share

Pair-share is a classic learning strategy where students are paired, and then verbally ‘share’ something that will help
them learn new content, deepen understanding, or review what they already know. It can also be used as a quick and
dirty assessment tool, as the conversations generally reflect a level of understanding the teacher can use gauge
mastery and plan further instruction.

2. Sentence Stem-based responses

Sentence-stems are great because they’re like training wheels–or to mix a metaphor, tools to coach students into
thinking and speaking in certain patterns. For example, you can implore students to ‘think critically,’ but if they don’t
have even the basic phrasing of critical thinking (e.g., ‘This is important because…’), critical thinking will be beyond their
reach.

3. Layered Text

A layered text is a digital document that is filled with hyperlinks that communicate, well, just about anything: Questions
students have, opportunities for further inquiry, odd references and allusions that reflect the schema students use to
make meaning, and so on. (Rap Genius does a version of this.) By adding ‘layers’ of meaning to a text through
meaningful hyperlinking, students can reflect back on anything, from a pre-assessment journal entry that demonstrated
their lack of understanding, to a kind of ‘marking up’ of what they learned when, and from where.

4. Tweet

140 characters forces students to reflect quick and to the point–great for brief bursts of reflection or hesitant writers
who would struggle to write meaningful journal entries or essays. Combine twitter with #6 for twitter exit slips.

5. 3-2-1

3-2-1 is a tried-and-true way to frame anything from a pair-share or journal entry (e.g., ask students to write 3 things
they think they know, 2 things they know they don’t know, and one thing they’re certain of about a topic) preassessment to a post-assessment (e.g., list three ways your essay reflected mastery of skill X, two ways skill Y still needs
improving, and one way you can make your argument stronger in the next five minutes) to a reflection of the postassessment.

6. Exit Slips

Whether you call them exit slips, exit tickets, or something I’ve never heard, asking students to briefly leave behind
some residue of learning–a thought, a definition, a question–is a powerful teaching strategy. In fact, ‘exit-slip teaching’
literally drives how I use data in the classroom. Asking students to drop some bit of reflection of the learning process on
a chair by the door on the way out is a no-brainer. Some examples? How did you respond emotionally to something
you struggled with today? What did you find most surprising about _____? How did your understanding of _______
change today? What about _____ still confuses you or makes your curious?

7. Write-Around

I love write-arounds–easy ways for students to write asynchronously and collaboratively. And the writing fragments
students use don’t have to be prose–certain key vocabulary and phrases can help students reflect, but most
importantly in a write-around, help students learning from one another as each student is able to read other responses
before creating theirs.

8. Sketch

Whether by sketch-notes or doodles, allowing students to draw what they think they know, how they believe their
learning has changed, or some kind of metaphorical pathway towards deeper understanding is a great learning strategy
for students that tend towards creative expression, and a non-threatening way for struggling students to at least
write something down on paper you can use to gauge understand and plan your (their) next step.

9. Podcast

Through podcasting as a reflecting strategy, students will talk about their learning while recording. If you want to keep
it ‘closed-circuit’ (not published), or actually push it to a public audience of some kind depends on the learning and
Retrieved Feb 2019: https://www.teachthought.com/learning/15-reflection-strategies-help-students-retain-just-taught/
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students and privacy issues and so on. This can also be simply an audio file recorded and uploaded to a private YouTube
channel that’s shared with teachers or parents.

1 . rainstorming

Brainstorming can be an effective reflection strategy because it disarms issues with other approaches. For hesitant
writers, journaling may not work because the writing process could overwhelm the learning. Podcasting may not work
for shy students, Pair-Share may not work well if students are paired effectively, and so on. Brainstorming is much
simpler. Students could take an allotted time to write down everything they remember about a topic. r, they could
brainstorm questions they still have (things they’re confused or curious about). They could even brainstorm how what
they learned literally connects with what they already know by creating a concept map.

11. Jigsawing

igsawing is a grouping strategy where a task, concept, or something ‘larger’ is broken down into small pu les pieces,
and students in groups analy e the small pu le piece, then share out to create the pu le at large. sing this approach
for reflection is seamless: Among other approaches, you can prompt students in groups to gather and share questions
they have (you could group by readiness/ability, for example) in groups, and then choose one question that they
weren’t able to answer among themselves with the whole class.

12. Pre i

Think of a cross between a sketch, collage, and presentation, and you have a Pre i. ngaging–though distracting and
overwhelming if the reflection you need is minor–reflection tool that allows students to create an artifact of learning
for their digital portfolios.

13. log

This reflection strategy is close to ‘Podcasting’ and even has something in common with pair-sharing. By reflecting
through log’ing, students simply talk about their learning to a camera. This approach would be successful for students
that love talking to a camera, but less so for others (who, if they have to talk at all about their learning, may prefer
podcasting–or simply recording audio files that are never published.

14. ollage

You could do a normal collage of learning reflections, but a multimedia collage is also possible–maybe a
Sketchnote with a voiceover recorded as a YouTube video to share as a quick presentation with the class (or absent
students).

15. Journaling

The niversity of issouri-St ouis offers 3 kinds of journals that demonstrate the different possibilities of the
otherwise vanilla-sounding ‘journaling.’
1. Personal Journal – Students will write freely about their experience. This is usually done weekly. These
personal journals may be submitted periodically to the instructor or kept as a reference to use at the end of
the experience when putting together an academic essay reflecting their experience. (Hatcher 1996)
2. ialogue Journal – Students submit loose-leaf pages from a dialogue journal bi-weekly (or otherwise at
appropriate intervals) for the instructor to read and comment on. While labor intensive for the instructor, this
can provide continual feedback to students and prompt new questions for students to consider during the
semester. (Goldsmith, 1995)
3. Highlighted Journal – Before students submit the reflective journal, they reread personal entries and, using
a highlighter, mark sections of the journal that directly relate to concepts discussed in the text or in class. This
makes it easier for the instructor to identify the student to reflect on their experience in light of course
content. (Gary Hesser, Augsberg College)

Retrieved Feb 2019: https://www.teachthought.com/learning/15-reflection-strategies-help-students-retain-just-taught/
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8 Reflective Questions To Help Any Student Think About Their Learning
1. What surprised you today, and why?
2. What’s the most important thing you learned today? Why do you think so?
3. What do you want to learn more about, and why?
4. When were you the most creative, and why do you think that is?
5. What made you curious today? How does learning feel different when you’re
curious?
6. When were you at your best today, and why?
7. (Assuming we were studying the same thing and you could decide and have access to
anything), where would you start tomorrow? Why?
8. What can/should you do with what you know?

Retrieved Feb 2019: https://www.teachthought.com/learning/15-reflection-strategies-help-students-retain-just-taught/
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Formative Assessment Strategies: Checking for Understanding Along the Way
Clicker response system: Students use classroom clickers or smartphones to respond to a lesson through a
polling app such as Poll Everywhere (www.polleverywhere.com).
Compare–contrast: Students identify an author’s theory or idea. Next, they identify an opposite theory. Finally,
they identify the similarities or differences between ideas.
Digital Socratic seminar: Students respond to questions posed online via programs such as Socrative
(www.socrative.com).
Four corners: Each corner of the room has a designation (e.g., A, B, C, D) or choices. Students vote with their
bodies by moving to and standing in their corner of choice.
Google forms + Flubaroo: Teachers use Google forms (www.google.com/forms) to create a miniquiz. They use
the add-on from Flubaroo (www.flubaroo.com) to get feedback on student responses.
Illustration: Students demonstrate understanding by creating a visual representation of a story scene.
Interview questions: Students writes three to four interview questions for a main character or historical figure.
Make a study guide: Students create a study guide that summarizes main ideas and provides page numbers of
citations.
Mind map key points: Students create mind maps that represent concepts, using digital diagram-making tools
like Inspiration (www.inspiration.com) or Gliffy (www.gliffy.com). Students provide the teacher and classmates
with links to their mind maps.
One-minute write–draw: For one minute, students write about what most confuses them or is their favorite
part of a topic or activity.
Plus–Minus–Interesting: Using Edward de Bono’s thinking strategy, students examine the pros, cons, and
uniqueness of an idea or premise. Students use a three-column graphic organizer to record their thoughts.
Response gradient 1–5: Students mark on a gradient how confident they feel or their level of agreement about a
topic. (Five equals very confident or supportive.) This also could also be a fist-to-five activity, using the hand.
Response metaphor: Students use a metaphor to describe how they feel after a lesson (e.g., racing, at speed
limit, chugging along, or stalled out).
Storyboard (comic strip): Students create a storyboard or comic strip about what they learned. The storyboard
contains three or more panels.
Student-made quiz: Students write higher-order questions about a text or task. They choose two questions to
answer.
Tableaux–living diorama: Several students pose in a scene from the story or text, creating a living diorama.
Talk a mile a minute: In one minute, students summarize the text as fast as they can, using gestures.
“Twexit” cards = Twitter post: Students write a statement about a lesson using fewer than 140 characters.
© 2015 Martha Kaufeldt, (Think Big, Start Small… Solution Tree, 2012)
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